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Informal, Inquisitorial, and Accurate: An
Empirical Look at a Problem-Solving
Housing Court
Jessica K. Steinberg
Substantive justice is often seen as elusive in courts dominated by low-income
individuals. Complex court rules, coupled with pervasive lack of counsel, can make it
difficult for the traditional adversary process to identify and redress legitimate grievances.
This article takes on the social problem of substandard housing and examines whether
inquisitorial procedure has the potential to produce accurate outcomes in a tribunal
dominated by the unrepresented. Relying on in-court observations of nearly 300
hearings, and a longitudinal review of nearly seventy-five cases, this article surfaces the
regularized procedures utilized by a purported “problem-solving” housing court, and
theorizes that the inquisitorial features of judicially controlled investigation and
enforcement may motivate landlords to repair substantiated housing code violations.
This article adds nuance to our understanding of informal justice by identifying the
hidden procedural formalisms that may guide alternative decision-making processes.
Furthermore, it evaluates the relationship of one iteration of experimental formalism to
substantive justice, and suggests that inquisitorial procedures may be correlated with
improved accuracy in case outcomes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Substantive justice is often seen as elusive in courts dominated by low-income
individuals. Complex court rules, compounded by pervasive lack of counsel, can
make it difficult for the traditional adversary process to identify and redress legiti-
mate grievances. This article takes on the social problem of substandard housing
and examines whether inquisitorial procedure has the potential to produce accurate
outcomes in a tribunal dominated by the unrepresented. Relying on data from more
than 300 hearings, this article surfaces the regularized procedures utilized by a pur-
ported “problem-solving” housing court in the District of Columbia, and theorizes
that the inquisitorial features of judicially controlled investigation and enforcement
may motivate landlords to repair substantiated housing code violations. This article
adds nuance to our understanding of informal justice by identifying the hidden pro-
cedural formalisms that may guide alternative decision-making processes and
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evaluates the relationship of one iteration of experimental formalism to substantive
fairness.
Low-quality housing stock has plagued poor urban communities for decades
(Baker 2013). Particularly in large metropolitan areas, it is not uncommon for resi-
dents paying market rate rents to live in units with multiple habitability problems,
including rodent infestations, bedbugs, mold, broken locks and windows, inadequate
cooking facilities, ineffective waste disposal, faulty electrical wiring, unsafe egress,
and cracked doors and walls (Cenziper and Cohen 2008; Reyes and Logan 2014;
Smith 2014). In recent years, much attention has been paid to housing quality as a
social determinant of health. Studies have connected substandard housing to a wide
range of health problems, including chronic illnesses such as asthma and headaches,
increased risk of injuries such as burns and falls, malnutrition in children, transmis-
sion of infectious disease, anxiety, and depression (Krieger and Higgins 2002;
Northridge et al. 2010). When housing quality is poor across a whole neighborhood
these effects are exacerbated.
The tenants’ rights revolution of the 1970s made reciprocal the tenant’s cove-
nant to pay rent and the landlord’s covenant to make repairs, and did so by adopt-
ing a simple principle: the landlord’s right to receive payment was made contingent
on maintaining the premises according to the laws of health and safety. The
implied warranty of habitability developed both through case law and local ordinan-
ces.1 It was expected to improve the condition of rental housing stock, reduce hard-
ship for low-income tenants, and cut back on neighborhood blight (Super 2011).
Notwithstanding the enactment of strong protections, it has been difficult for
tenants to enforce their rights to decent, safe, and sanity housing in court. In habit-
ability cases—as in all civil matters—courts adhere to a traditional adversarial pro-
cess. Parties are charged with investigating and presenting their cases and judges
remain largely passive with respect to factual development of the claims. Although,
in theory, this paradigm may be effective at producing fair outcomes (Fuller 1961),
the reality is that low-income parties are typically unrepresented and shunted onto
overcrowded dockets, making it difficult to attain substantive justice within an
adversarial framework. Thus, tenants often find that repairs and compensation for
legitimate claims are out of their reach (Super 2011; Public Justice Center 2015).
The challenges faced by tenants in habitability cases are but one expression of
a larger trend in which majority pro se courts are failing to offer access to substan-
tive justice. The trend has been attributed, at least in part, to complex procedures
that demand a degree of knowledge and skill that parties who are unrepresented
and indigent are unlikely to possess (Steinberg 2015).
In an effort to address the fairness concerns that arise in habitability matters,
and by extension, in other civil contexts involving low-income parties, this article
offers data and analysis instrumental to evaluating the promise of an alternative
procedural regime. The article presents findings from a field study conducted over
the course of a two-year period in an experimental Housing Conditions Court
(HCC) in the District of Columbia. It focuses, in particular, on classifying the
1. The foundational case, Javins v. First National Realty Corp., 428 F.2d 1071 (D.C. Cir. 1970), was
decided by the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.
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court’s “informal” procedures as inquisitorial in nature and then examining the
effect of an inquisitorial framework on the accuracy of outcomes in the context of
substandard housing.
The HCC self-identifies as a problem-solving court but, in fact, adjudicates
cases largely in conformance with an inquisitorial regime that departs sharply from
traditional adversarial procedure. Inquisitorial procedures are dominant in civil law
countries and refer to a system in which the judge controls investigation and fact
finding, and the parties’ role in producing evidence and enforcing relief is mini-
mized (Langbein 1985; Lerner 2001; Glendon, Carozza, and Picker 2008). As
markers of the court’s inquisitorial orientation, HCC judges actively examine par-
ties and manage the litigation; independent city-employed housing inspectors are
charged with investigating tenant complaints; and the HCC holds episodic hear-
ings, unspooling facts and issues over a period of time, rather than holding a single
hearing to determine all issues in the case. The burden to present evidence and
legal argument does not fall squarely on the parties in the HCC, but is a responsi-
bility shared with the court. Furthermore, the line that separates the adjudication
and enforcement stages of the litigation is fuzzy, with the judge often monitoring
the case until repairs are complete instead of closing the matter at the moment
liability is established.
Drawing on in-court observations of 327 hearings, and longitudinal case data
from seventy-three matters, I offer preliminary evidence that the HCC’s inquisito-
rial procedures have the potential to contribute to accurate outcomes for tenants. I
define an “accurate” outcome as one in which a meritorious, or independently veri-
fied, claim was resolved favorably.2 I was able to determine which tenant claims
had merit as an independent housing inspector visited the premises in each case,
investigated potential violations, and presented her findings to the court. Specifi-
cally, the article sets forth data suggesting that most tenants who bring meritorious
cases in the HCC achieve highly favorable outcomes. In addition, the article exam-
ines five independent procedural features of the HCC and concludes that its inquis-
itorial features—independent housing inspections, coupled with regular court
hearings before a judge—are most correlated with the court’s success. The HCC’s
use of traditional procedural mechanisms, namely, the filing of formal court papers,
settlement negotiations, and the issuance of court orders, appear to be far less asso-
ciated with accurate case resolutions.
The qualitative and quantitative findings of this article suggest that at least
some informal tribunals may not realize their goals through flexible or discretionary
decision-making processes, but through formal, and yet alternative, procedural sys-
tems. The HCC embodies many typical markers of informal courts: procedural rules
are unwritten, discourse in the court is casual, the process is navigable by unrepre-
sented parties, and judges have broad discretion in the way they conduct proceed-
ings. But despite sharing many features with other informal courts, HCC judges do
not rely on their discretionary powers to impose ad hoc methods or rules; instead,
2. I engage a particular definition of “accuracy” for purposes of this article, but acknowledge that the
term is complex, sometimes subjective, and that a range of legitimate outcomes might be deemed “accurate”
(Engler 2013).
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they have devised and then conformed to a procedural regime that is both formalis-
tic and largely inquisitorial in nature. Thus, the HCC is both an informal tribunal
and a highly systematized adjudicatory body, although one that bears little in com-
mon with the traditional US court. This article makes visible a potential paradox
of informal justice by identifying the hidden formalism that can guide these courts’
decision-making processes, and submits that further study and evaluation of the pro-
cedural systems adopted by other informal tribunals may improve the design of
experimental courts more broadly.
Section II of this article situates the Housing Conditions Court within the lit-
erature on informal justice, noting that the HCC was developed in the spirit of
informalism but can also be studied as an alternative system of formal procedure.
Section III of this article describes the purpose and background of the HCC and
depicts a typical proceeding, with particular focus on the court’s inquisitorial orien-
tation. Section IV evaluates the operation and practices of the HCC as a means of
achieving substantive justice and provides data demonstrating that the court has an
unusually strong record of accurate outcomes—one that has not often been
observed in other tribunals dominated by the unrepresented. Section V unpacks the
procedural features driving the HCC’s substantive record, and makes the case that
the court’s deployment of inquisitorial elements is highly correlated to the repair of
substandard conditions. Despite limitations inherent to the data set and the meth-
odology, the findings presented in this section suggest that inquisitorial procedure
holds promise as a mechanism for improving substantive justice in majority pro se
courts.
II. THE HOUSING CONDITIONS COURT AND INFORMAL JUSTICE
Courts have experimented with informal tribunals since the late nineteenth
century, and a substantial body of literature has evaluated the nature and impact of
key informalist movements. These movements include the transformation of the
juvenile justice system in the 1880s (Mack 1909; Platt 1969; Rosenheim et al.
2001; Casey 2004), the development and pervasive spread of the small claims sys-
tem in the 1920s (Yngvesson and Hennesey 197421975; O’Barr and Conley 1985),
and, most recently, the rise of the problem-solving model in the late 1980s (Nolan
2000; Berman and Feinblatt 2001).
Informal tribunals liberate the adjudication of everyday disputes from formal
procedural rules as a means of advancing substantive justice. In her historical analy-
sis of informalist reform movements, Christine Harrington notes that efforts to
“delegalize” the court process are typically pursued because “observing procedural
rights in the adjudication of minor claims is so prohibitive that formality frustrates
the exercise of individual rights and the effective management of conflict by crimi-
nal and civil courts.” (Harrington 1982, 37).
There is no clear definition of informal justice, but tribunals are often charac-
terized as informal when they adopt procedural norms that are “vague, unwritten,
commonsensical, flexible, ad hoc, and particularistic” (Abel 1982a, 2). Whether a
tribunal is considered informal may also be a function of whether the legal actors
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involved take “informal or legalistic stances toward the procedural and substantive
issues that arise in a case” (Lempert 1989, 347).
Keen observers of informal justice have advanced the theory that informal
courts, rather than being “lawless,” often adhere to a prescribed set of alternative
rules that are developed as a matter of practice and custom. Richard Lempert has
argued that “[l]egal rules may in fact structure much of what goes on in informal tri-
bunals for they may specify actions that the tribunals must or may not take, and
practical experience may give rise to procedural routines that are honored at least
as regularly as the procedures specified in those formal rules that in theory order
behavior in regular courts” (1989, 347–48). Richard Abel similarly probes the
veneer of informality in many alternative courts, asking: “Are the procedures truly
informal or is a new formality insinuated?” (Abel 1982b, 270).
The HCC is an example of the paradoxical nature of informal justice. A casual
observer to the HCC would likely classify the forum as informal because its proce-
dures are unwritten and unfamiliar and their execution appears scattershot, discre-
tionary, and improvised. However, upon close study, the HCC has adopted a set of
habitual procedural practices that are as observable and norm-bound as those in use
in traditional courts. I identify the HCC’s “informal” procedures as inquisitorial in
nature; however, it is important to note that the inquisitorial orientation of the
court is not acknowledged either in the court’s authorizing administrative order or
by any of the judges or advocates who were instrumental to the creation of the
court. That the HCC operates in accordance with regularized procedural norms
does not place it outside the ambit of experimentalist informal courts but, rather,
deepens our understanding of the exacting—albeit atypical—methods that informal
tribunals may rely on in order to resolve disputes.
The judges who launched the HCC express their dispute resolution philoso-
phy as aligned with the problem-solving model of informal justice, in that they
are focused on obtaining results and addressing an underlying social problem,
rather than on preserving an adversary contest that is agnostic as to outcomes
(Berman and Feinblatt 2001). Although the HCC can be accurately characterized
as a problem-solving court with regard to its goals, orientation, and some of its
methods,3 it departs from the general problem-solving rubric in two significant
ways. First, in a typical problem-solving court, the defendant must admit guilt or
liability to gain access to the alternative proceeding (Mackinem and Higgins
2009; Redlich 2013). In the HCC, however, the court investigates and determines
the landlord’s liability prior to monitoring repairs. Second, the HCC does not pro-
vide the parties with access to an alternative remedy in the way that problem-
solving courts offer criminal defendants treatment in place of jail time and fines
(Berman and Feinblatt 2003; Wiener and Georges 2013; Wolff 2013). Instead, the
HCC offers an alternative process for achieving a substantive remedy that would
be available to tenants through traditional proceedings: housing repairs. Because
3. For instance, the quality of the discourse between the judge and the parties in the HCC is represen-
tative of informal tribunals more broadly (Lempert 1989), with the judge employing lay terminology, oscil-
lating between tones both stern and encouraging, and typically speaking directly to the parties without the
filtering effect of an intermediary.
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the HCC adjudicates liability and enforces traditional remedies, its procedural
methods for doing so become particularly salient and relevant to the study of the
court.
Although the HCC does not refer to its model as inquisitorial, the combina-
tion of judicially controlled investigation and enforcement creates an inquisitorial
core at the center of the court’s problem-solving mission. This article chooses to
examine the HCC as an inquisitorial experiment and seeks to evaluate whether the
court’s unwritten—and yet consistently applied—procedural system is effective in
advancing substantive justice. The findings contribute to our body of knowledge
about informal justice, both in dissecting and inverting the concept of
“informalism” and also in assessing the efficacy of one iteration of this model in
contributing to accurate outcomes.
III. AN INQUISITORIAL EXPERIMENT: BACKGROUND AND
PURPOSE OF THE HOUSING CONDITIONS COURT
In an effort to offer a meaningful remedy for the social and health issues raised
by substandard housing conditions, the Superior Court of the District of Columbia
(2010) created the experimental Housing Conditions Court (HCC) through admin-
istrative court order (superior court). Support for the establishment of the court was
galvanized, at least in part, in response to a seven-part series published by the
Washington Post in 2008 on the low-income housing shortage in the District. The
series documented many of the egregious habitability issues plaguing the available
stock of affordable housing and levied charges of severe mismanagement, and possi-
bly corruption, at the administrative agency charged with enforcing housing repairs
(Cenziper and Cohen 2008).
The HCC process works in the following way. Tenants file affirmative suits in
the HCC seeking a repair order. The “court” is held once a week for four hours and
functions as more of a calendar or docket, where all cases involve the sole issue of
housing code violations. The court does not entertain other housing disputes, even
related ones, and will not hear a matter if an eviction suit has already been initi-
ated in landlord-tenant court.4 Two judges share responsibility for presiding over
cases filed in the HCC, one of whom was instrumental in developing the vision for
the court.5
The judges who administer the HCC have described the court as a “fix-it”
court and their primary goal as “getting repairs made.” They assert that they want
to “solve a social problem” through a simple court process accessible to people with-
out lawyers, rather than tying up parties in formal proceedings. The judges handle
disputes in the HCC by relying on their presumptions and instincts about how best
to achieve their stated goals. Their practices and procedures have not been codified
4. Conversely, even if an HCC action is filed first, a landlord may proceed with an eviction action.
However, the tenant may derive some advantage from the HCC proceedings, as the results of the independ-
ent inspection can be utilized to defend against the eviction action in traditional housing court.
5. The judges who preside over the HCC are regular judges within the DC Superior Court system,
both of whom have held leadership positions in the civil division.
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or made public in written form, and it is possible they have not been recorded at
all.6
Before turning to an evaluation of the HCC’s procedures in achieving substan-
tive justice, it is first necessary to situate the court in context by determining the
procedures, evidentiary rules, and judging philosophies employed, and to note where
they depart from traditional principles of adversarial litigation, both in informal
and inquisitorial ways. The features of the court are most easily presented through a
bird’s-eye view of a typical proceeding, which I have drawn from an amalgam of
eight weeks of informal observations, sixteen weeks of formal in-court data collec-
tion during which 327 hearings were observed, and an in-depth “longitudinal”
review of the paper record in seventy-three cases.7 This section aims only to offer
context for the court’s design and describe its processes in depth; analysis of the
relationship between the court’s procedural features and its case outcomes will be
presented in Sections IV and V.
A. An Alternative to Traditional Housing Courts
The HCC is best understood as an alternative to traditional housing courts,
the forum where habitability claims are most often litigated. As context, I offer in
this section an overview of the remedies and processes available in typical habit-
ability proceedings, before then turning to the procedural practices that distinguish
the HCC.
In the traditional courts, tenants typically have two options for remediating
substandard conditions, both of which present challenges. The first option is to
withhold rent, provoke the landlord to initiate an eviction suit, and then raise the
breach of the implied warranty of habitability as an affirmative defense. The second
option is to sue the landlord for violation of the housing code through an affirma-
tive civil action (Bloom 2011). If successful through one of these processes, the sub-
stantive law provides substantial relief: tenants may be awarded damages, sanctions,
or rent abatements that accrue until the landlord repairs the unsafe conditions.
However, the civil courts employ adversarial procedures that render the available
remedies very difficult to obtain.
In eviction court, where habitability may be raised as a defense, upward of 98
percent of tenants are unrepresented (Steinberg 2015) and there are not enough
city building inspectors available to investigate the thousands of reports of housing
code violations (Stringer 2002). Tenants must generate their own evidence and
often do so unsuccessfully. For example, a tenant who takes a picture of mildew
might learn in court that the judge cannot confirm the blurry black smudge in the
photograph as any substance in particular. If unable to prove the substandard
6. A preliminary draft of written HCC procedural rules was developed in 2014, but has yet to be put
out for public comment or implemented.
7. I collected the data along with law students who were trained in the study’s data collection proto-
cols. For the longitudinal data, I double-checked the completed data sheet against the raw data for the first
ten cases, and then subsequently checked 20 percent of the data sheets to ensure uniform coding and to min-
imize the risk of human error.
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conditions, the tenant will be evicted and the sheriff may arrive within five days to
physically remove her belongings from the unit.
Moreover, most tenants facing eviction in traditional courts do not even have the
opportunity to appear in front of a judge to make their best case. Upward of 100
landlord-tenant matters may be scheduled in housing court on a daily basis. As a result,
judges rely heavily on “hallway negotiations” to remove contested matters from the
docket (Engler 2010; Public Justice Center 2015). Many cases are settled between an
unrepresented tenant and a landlord’s attorney just outside the courthouse doors with-
out any judicial intervention or oversight. While obtaining repairs or damages through
an unbalanced negotiation is certainly possible, the prospect of a poor outcome is con-
siderable (New Settlement Apartments’ Community Action for Safe Apartments
(CASA) and the Community Development Project at the Urban Justice Center 2013).
In fact, most tenants in eviction court end up evicted—even though many have valid
habitability claims (Bezdek 1992; Super 2011; Public Justice Center 2015).8
The tenant who pursues a habitability matter through an affirmative civil
action fares no better in the traditional courts. This process is less risky, as no dam-
aging court judgment will result if the tenant loses; however, it is problematic for
other reasons. No attorney’s fees are awarded in habitability cases, and therefore a
lawyer is unlikely to offer representation unless the expected damages are both cer-
tain and substantial—which is rare. Apart from rent abatements, the major damages
in habitability cases are tied to financial loss, not the severity of the conditions;
therefore, even where a family has experienced significant trauma from a condition
such as a rodent infestation, it is difficult to recover damages unless work has been
missed or doctor’s bills have been amassed. Furthermore, losses for personal injury—
such as asthma arising out of a mold condition—are typically recoverable only in
tort, meaning that principles such as causation and contributory negligence apply,
making damages even more difficult to obtain (Lonegrass 2010).9
Compounding matters, affirmative litigation is laden with procedural barriers
that make it difficult to proceed without an attorney. Discovery and pretrial
motions play a central role in habitability cases, making it unlikely that tenants
can succeed without attorney representation. Finally, even in a case that resolves
favorably for the tenant, the matter can take up to one or two years to litigate fully,
which greatly diminishes the value of any relief obtained. Due to these factors,
affirmative habitability cases are not often pursued, leaving many tenants without a
meaningful remedy for documented housing code violations (Lazeron 1982; Super
2011; Tillman 2011; Public Justice Center 2015).
As the following sections will demonstrate, the HCC disrupts the traditional
adversarial norms found in typical housing courts by placing greater responsibility
8. One possible explanation for the HCC’s more favorable outcomes could be that judges take more
seriously the habitability claims of tenants who raise violations affirmatively, rather than as a defense to an
eviction for nonpayment of rent. It is worth noting, however, that the law indicates that both types of claims
should be treated equally.
9. Even this explanation oversimplifies the difficulty of obtaining damages. Although poor housing
conditions are known to exacerbate many medical conditions, the tenant’s living habits and genetics may
be deemed the principal causes of the health disturbance, potentially foreclosing recovery. Further, only a
minority of jurisdictions permits the recovery of damages for emotional harm (Lonegrass 2010).
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on the court to assist with claims making, investigate alleged housing code viola-
tions, and enforce remedies. Indeed, in the HCC, nearly every aspect of a tradi-
tional civil proceedings has been modified to enlarge the role of the judge and
diminish party control.
B. Initiating an HCC Case
To initiate an action, a tenant must file a written complaint asserting housing
code violations and seeking repairs. The court has created a form complaint, and
although it is not required, every tenant in the study’s longitudinal data set used it.
Form complaints are becoming increasingly common as a tool for unrepresented
parties, but the HCC form is more fully developed and effective than most. The
form elicits factual information to support the two legal elements of a habitability
claim: that housing code violations exist, and that the landlord knew about the
conditions alleged. The form lists all possible housing code violations in check-the-
box format, and also offers several discrete factual assertions a tenant might choose
from to support a claim that the landlord knew of the violations. These include, for
example, “I left a voicemail for the landlord” and “I spoke directly to the landlord
about the conditions.” The tenant is responsible for checking the correct boxes and
handing the complaint to the clerk.
Although form complaints are typically referred to as nothing more than
“self-help,” it is worth noting that their use is in keeping with an inquisitorial
spirit. Traditionally, parties are responsible for identifying their own legal theo-
ries and, in particular, for asserting legally relevant facts. The HCC’s form com-
plaint removes the procedural burden of pleading properly and ensures that
tenants who appear before the court will have facially valid claims. The court, in
essence, develops a skeletal legal claim on behalf of tenants, thus relieving par-
ties of the need to engage in research or communicate with an attorney prior to
filing.
C. Housing Inspections
Housing inspections are a particularly salient feature of the HCC. The court
has a city-employed housing inspector designated for its exclusive use and the
judges rely on that inspector to gather key information in each case. The housing
inspector visits the premises following the initial hearing and conducts a compre-
hensive inspection. The inspector looks for any and all housing code violations that
exist, and does not focus exclusively on allegations raised in the tenant’s complaint.
After the inspection, the housing inspector completes a written report documenting
her findings in the unit and submits it to the court. Where the inspector has noted
violations not alleged by the tenant, the judge will typically incorporate the new
issues into the case, in essence amending the complaint sua sponte. The housing
inspector appears at every session of the HCC and is available to testify or answer
questions about each report.
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Depending on the trajectory of each case, the housing inspector might be
asked to return to the unit for reinspections a number of additional times. Ongoing
factual disputes about whether repairs have been made, whether repairs are suffi-
cient, or whether repairs are needed at all typically trigger the need for extra hous-
ing inspections. The judges place great weight on the housing inspector’s findings,
often granting automatic credence to the written inspection report.
The investigatory component of the HCC is the bedrock of its inquisitorial
model. In traditional proceedings, the parties are solely responsible for amassing
evidence and proving their claims in court, which can be both costly and diffi-
cult (Langbein 1985; Lerner 2001). A tenant alleging a rodent infestation might
be unable to produce physical evidence of the problem, short of hiring a profes-
sional extermination crew to document it. The housing inspection process unbur-
dens the parties, to a large degree, of identifying probative, reliable, and
trustworthy evidence. Using a trained eye, the inspector might notice claw
marks, gnawed electrical cables, and droppings, all of which could suffice as evi-
dence of the infestation. The housing inspector also relieves the tenant of the
responsibility to raise all viable claims. Even where the tenant has not alleged a
violation, the inspector may independently identify it and incorporate it into the
lawsuit.
D. Evidence and Witnesses
As further evidence of the HCC’s inquisitorial nature, the court provides no
explicit opportunity for parties to present their documentary evidence or witnesses.
Perhaps as a result, most parties do not attempt to introduce supplementary evi-
dence into the record to corroborate their factual statements. None of the observed
hearings involved production of a witness, and less than a fifth involved a party
proferring documentary evidence to the judge. Corroborating evidence, apart from
that collected during the court’s investigation of the case, appears to play a very
small role in the judges’ decision-making processes.
E. Hearings
At the initial hearing, the judge actively questions the landlord and tenant
about the allegations in the complaint. Neither party is sworn in. The complaint is
effectively treated as the tenant’s testimony, and the judge typically starts the hear-
ing by asking the landlord to respond to the allegations. The tenant also has an
opportunity to speak, but is not required to restate the allegations contained in the
complaint. That is, the judge does not use the initial hearing as an opportunity to
test the tenant’s credibility by comparing the consistency of the allegations in the
complaint with the statements made by the tenant in open court. This practice
departs quite strikingly from traditional civil practice where parties are required to
testify in open court about the factual information underlying particular allegations,
pleadings are not regarded as testimony, and close attention is paid to any
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discrepancy between the party’s statements in court and prior statements made
about the same set of facts out of court.
Following the initial hearing, a number of status hearings are held. In keeping
with inquisitorial practices, the judges control examination of the parties on a range
of issues, including whether housing code violations exist, whether the landlord or
tenant is responsible for fixing the violations, whether the landlord can afford to
make the needed repairs, and whether the tenant has hindered access to the unit,
thus preventing repairs from being made. Parties offer information in response to
the judge’s questions and are also provided the opportunity to add information. In
the study’s sample of more than 300 hearings, landlords had an average representa-
tion rate of 41 percent and tenants had an average representation rate of 30 per-
cent. Notably, not a single hearing was observed in which the lawyer performed a
direct examination of her client, cross-examined an opponent, or played a substan-
tial role in developing the factual record of the case.
Four unique features of HCC hearings are worth highlighting. First, the HCC
does not hold a single evidentiary hearing at which the major issues in the case are
resolved. Instead, the judge conducts a series of hearings in each case through which
facts and evidence unfold on a rolling basis—a practice common in inquisitorial tribu-
nals but outside the norm in the adversary system (Langbein 1985). At the first hear-
ing, the parties are likely to lodge their allegations with the court; at the next, the
results of the inspection report are often entered into the record; at the third hearing,
the parties might debate the adequacy of repairs made by the landlord—and so on.
Second, HCC judges are reluctant to make formal findings of fact. In a tradi-
tional forum, the judge resolves factual disputes in open court by taking testimony,
weighing evidence, and issuing a decision. In keeping with the court’s problem-
solving spirit, HCC judges typically take a forward-looking approach, either investi-
gating the matter further, or asking the parties to come to a mutually agreeable
resolution of the issue. For example, where a landlord disputes that housing code
violations exist, the judge is unlikely to pore over the parties’ photos, testimony,
and documentary evidence, but will dispatch a housing inspector to visit the unit
and report back to the court. In a second example, if a landlord complains that he
is unable to make repairs because the tenant has changed the locks, the judge will
not weigh the landlord’s credibility against the tenant’s denials in order to deter-
mine fault. Rather, the judge will direct the parties to agree that unencumbered
access to the unit will be provided at a specific date and time in the near future,
and will then schedule a status hearing to monitor the results of that encounter. In
both examples, the judge’s focus on further developing the record or negotiating an
outcome negates the need for a retrospective determination of the facts.
Third, the court manages both the liability and enforcement phases of the liti-
gation. The administrative order giving rise to the HCC states that prevailing ten-
ants are entitled to a repair order. However, during the study period, not a single
HCC case was closed at the time a repair order was issued or when liability was
otherwise established. Instead, status hearings continue to be scheduled until the
judge is satisfied that the landlord has actually resolved all meritorious allegations
or the parties stop coming to court. This practice deviates from that of traditional
courts, where the case concludes at the moment a judicial order is issued, the
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parties manage enforcement on their own, and a separate action must be initiated
to enforce the order where necessary.
Fourth, and relatedly, it is often difficult to determine the moment at which
liability is adjudicated in the HCC. The judges’ tone and manner with the parties
is informal, and the majority of matters do not result in a repair order. Rather, the
judges regularly issue ambiguous directives, such as “I’d like to see you get started
on these repairs by next Tuesday” or “Call your contractor when you leave court
and ask him when he is available to begin work.” Directives such as these certainly
suggest that the landlord has been found liable. Yet, it is also possible to regard the
judge’s statements as strong recommendations, or attempts to mediate a dispute,
imposing no formal legal duty or obligation. The court relies heavily on these
ambiguous directives to influence party behavior. Often, the enforcement phase of
the litigation appears to commence—with the judge focusing the parties’ attention
on when and how repairs will be made—without any clear determination or admis-
sion of liability in the record. The informality of this type of direct judge-to-party
discourse preserves the problem-solving character of the court, despite its many
inquisitorial features.
IV. SUBSTANTIVE JUSTICE IN THE HOUSING CONDITIONS
COURT
This section evaluates case outcomes in the HCC against markers of substan-
tive fairness and concludes that the court has an unusually successful record in pro-
ducing accurate outcomes. For purposes of this study, an accurate outcome was
defined as one in which the landlord took action consistent with the findings of
the independent housing inspector. Where the inspector substantiated a tenant’s
allegations, an accurate outcome would involve repairs. By the same token, when
the housing inspector failed to substantiate the tenant’s allegations, an accurate out-
come would not involve repairs.
The methodology for determining case outcomes was a longitudinal review of
court records in seventy-three matters. I analyzed the docket sheet, the tenant’s
complaint, the notes recorded by the court clerk from each hearing, all housing
inspection reports, any repair orders, and any other filing submitted by either party.
I coded for a number of variables, among them which conditions were alleged by
the tenant; whether the case had a housing inspection and how many inspections
were conducted; whether and which housing code violations were documented by
the inspector; whether the record contained information on repairs at all, and if so,
whether the landlord abated the violations; the type of and reason for the final case
disposition; whether a repair order was issued; the length of the case; and the num-
ber of hearings held in a case. For each case that was part of the longitudinal study,
at least one court hearing was observed in person, with data recorded on numerous
procedural and substantive aspects of the proceeding.
In this section, I focus first on an analysis of case merit in the HCC, as the
accuracy of an outcome is intimately connected to the strength of the claim. I turn
next to substantive outcomes in the cases containing information on whether the
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landlord abated the alleged housing code violations. In this subgroup, representing
62 percent of the total number of cases in the study, definitive conclusions can be
drawn about whether favorable outcomes were achieved by tenants. Furthermore, in
85 percent of cases with abatement information, it was possible to conduct a merit
assessment, creating a rich pool of data for analysis of the accuracy of outcomes.
Last, this section takes up the cases lacking information on whether the land-
lord made repairs. In these cases, it is impossible to know whether repairs were ulti-
mately performed, potentially casting doubt on whether substantive fairness was
achieved for any of these tenants. However, based on the presence of other case
data in these matters, I tentatively conclude that the majority of cases without
abatement information involved a tenant who abandoned the litigation at an early
stage, rather than a recalcitrant landlord who refused to fix substantiated housing
code violations. On the whole, the HCC appears to offer a fair and accurate adjudi-
catory process not often observed in a court populated by low-income renters.
A. Merit in the HCC: An Analysis of Tenant Allegations and Housing
Inspector Findings
A singular feature in the HCC permits conclusions to be drawn about the
merit of the tenant’s allegations: the independent housing inspection. In the HCC,
a housing inspector is dispatched to render an opinion on housing code violations
within the tenant’s unit, typically within two to three weeks from the date of the
initial hearing. Following the site visit, the inspector files a report in the case indi-
cating whether the tenant’s allegations have been substantiated, and also noting
any substandard conditions that exist in the unit but were not alleged by the ten-
ant. The housing inspector is a fully institutionalized part of the HCC, not an
investigatory device deployed at random or only in selected cases. Housing inspec-
tions appear to be scheduled in almost every case that both survives the initial
hearing and avoids dismissal for a technical reason. As a result, a rough merit
assessment, based on the housing inspector’s findings, could be conducted for most
tenants’ claims.
I evaluated merit in the HCC by comparing the tenant’s allegations in the
complaint (Figure 1) against the results of the first housing inspection. Allegations
substantiated by the housing inspector were deemed meritorious, while allegations
that were unsubstantiated by the housing inspector were deemed unmeritorious.
This method of assessment was not without drawbacks. To accept the validity of
the housing inspector’s findings, one must trust that the inspector was both neutral
and competent. Furthermore, the potential for undercounting meritorious tenant
allegations was a concern. A landlord might remediate some or all legitimate hous-
ing code violations in the interval between the initial hearing and the first inspec-
tion, leading the housing inspector to record those conditions as unsubstantiated. In
addition, in a handful of cases, tenants offered evidence supplementing the housing
inspector’s findings, and yet this evidence was not considered as “substantiating” for
purposes of the merit assessment as it was too difficult to determine its trustworthi-
ness. Notwithstanding these shortcomings, examination of the results of the
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independent investigation conducted by the housing inspector offered a credible
method for determining the approximate merit of tenant claims.
Cases brought in the HCC during the study period were highly meritorious.
In the 62 percent of cases that had housing inspections, tenants alleged an aver-
age of 5.6 substandard conditions in their complaints, and the housing inspector
found an average of 5.5 conditions. These figures do not indicate a near-perfect
rate of substantiation, as first appears, but instead offer data on two distinct
aspects of the merit determination. The housing inspector substantiated an aver-
age of 3.65, or two-thirds, of tenant allegations (Figure 2) but also discovered an
average of 1.9 unlawful conditions that the tenant did not allege. That is, not
only were most tenant claims corroborated by the housing inspector but, typically,
the inspector found evidence of additional violations. Very few cases in the HCC
lacked merit entirely. In all but two matters, the housing inspector substantiated
at least some of the tenant’s allegations. In eleven cases, all of the tenant’s allega-
tions were substantiated.
FIGURE 1.
Type of Tenant Allegations [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
FIGURE 2.
Merit of Tenant Allegations [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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The merit determination allows for analysis of the HCC’s effectiveness on the
measure that matters most: substantive justice. Studies that assess substantive case
outcomes often look at whether a result is favorable for one party or another, but do
not have reliable markers for assessing the fairness or accuracy of the result. The
merit of a claim is usually unknown to the observer, and therefore it is impossible
to determine what the “right” outcome should have been. Indeterminacy surround-
ing merit is sometimes regarded as a flaw in studies reporting on case outcomes
(Clermont 2009; Engler 2013). Even when a study demonstrates that one class of
litigants—tenants, for example—routinely achieves unfavorable outcomes, it can be
difficult to ascertain whether the poor outcomes are the result of unmeritorious
claims, or are due to more problematic factors, such as lack of representation or
structural unfairness within the adjudicatory process.
The inspector’s participation in the case permits a determination to be made
about the accuracy of an outcome independent of whether the outcome is favorable
or unfavorable for a particular party. To illustrate, imagine a case in which the ten-
ant alleges an inoperable stove but the landlord fails to make repairs. Typically, the
outcome would be recorded as “unfavorable” for the tenant. However, this study, in
relying on inspection data, can evaluate the case outcome by indicia more signifi-
cant than whether the result is “good” or “bad” for a particular party. If the housing
inspector conducts a site visit and confirms the tenant’s contention that the stove
is broken, a case that concludes without repairs is not just unfavorable but
“inaccurate”—the proper result did not materialize. Conversely, if on this same alle-
gation, the housing inspector finds a functioning stove, the landlord’s refusal to
repair it results in an accurate outcome—even if the tenant experiences it as unfav-
orable. In this way, the rough merit score assigned by the study in each HCC case
provides a gauge for whether the outcome produced a socially desirable result.
B. Case Outcomes for Meritorious Allegations
More than half the cases in the study sample contained information on both
housing inspections and abatements, and I focus first on these, as the strongest
statements can be made about results in matters where a merit assessment was con-
ducted and the repair rate was known. That is, for these cases, a fundamental ques-
tion about substantive justice can be answered: Where the housing inspector
confirmed the presence of substandard conditions, did the landlord perform the nec-
essary repairs?
The outcome data for these cases are quite striking, especially as compared to
the typical rate of success for tenants in housing court. Looking at meritorious allega-
tions—those substandard conditions alleged by the tenant and substantiated by the
housing inspector—the landlord abated 92 percent of housing code violations. To
break down that statistic a bit further, the HCC complaint lists forty-one possible
housing code violations, which I grouped into eleven categories for purposes of cod-
ing. These categories include, among others, broken appliances, inadequate heating
or cooling systems, mold and mildew, leaks, infestations, and electrical issues. In
every category except one, the landlord abated 100 percent of meritorious allegations.
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In the final category—inadequate heat or air conditioning—the landlord abated two-
thirds of the alleged and substantiated violations. Significantly, the “accuracy” deter-
mination undercounts favorable outcomes for tenants. In an additional 10 percent of
cases, landlords repaired alleged conditions before the housing inspector visited the
premises, and yet these outcomes were not recorded as “accurate” because the ten-
ant’s allegations were never substantiated—although one might surmise the landlord
would not have performed repairs had the allegations been frivolous. As a reminder,
nearly half the cases in the study pool were missing either housing inspection data or
abatement data, or both, and, therefore, less can be said about the court’s effective-
ness in those matters. Nonetheless, in a full 52 percent of matters in the study sam-
ple, nearly all corroborated violations were remedied.
Consider, by contrast, a range of sobering statistics from traditional housing
courts around the country: in Philadelphia, 92 percent of tenants in housing court are
ultimately evicted; in Kansas City, Missouri, 99.4 percent of housing cases end in evic-
tion; in Hawaii, 97 percent of tenants are evicted; and in Chester, Pennsylvania, 99.2
percent of tenants sued in housing court lose their homes (Blumgart 2015). Often,
tenants are evicted even though the likelihood is quite high that substandard housing
conditions are present at the unit and would constitute a valid defense to the eviction.
In Baltimore, researchers found that 78 percent of surveyed renters “were living amidst
serious housing defects” at the time they appeared in court—most involving threats to
health or safety, including rat infestations, mold, lack of heat or hot water, or broken
refrigerators—but only 8 percent successfully raised a habitability defense (Public Jus-
tice Center 2015). David Super (2011) corroborates that successful assertion of the
habitability defense is rare, and cites two cities, Cleveland and Detroit, where land-
lords won victories in upward of 97 percent of nonpayment eviction cases at a time
when substandard housing conditions were worsening. The regularity of poor outcomes
in traditional housing courts highlights the unusual nature of the HCC’s record.
As an additional marker of fairness in the HCC, the abatement rate for unsub-
stantiated housing code violations was very low. Of the eighty-five allegations ten-
ants made that were unsubstantiated by the inspector, the landlord repaired only 11
percent. Thus, two themes emerge. When a tenant sets forth a meritorious habit-
ability claim, the case is highly likely to result in repairs. Conversely, repairs are
highly unlikely to be made in response to an unmeritorious allegation. On both
measures, HCC outcomes can be considered accurate, with both tenants and land-
lords experiencing a just result (Figure 3).
It is worth noting two factors that make the findings on substantive justice in
the HCC particularly significant. First, the court’s self-appointed enforcement func-
tion allows for a deeper understanding of case outcomes than is often available, as
the record reflects whether repairs were actually made, rather than whether a paper
judgment was issued. In a traditional court, a case typically concludes when the
court adjudicates liability and issues an order providing relief to the prevailing
party. As a result, data on substantive outcomes are often limited to whether a par-
ticular party was awarded a paper judgment; little to no information exists on
whether the losing party conformed to the terms set forth in the court order.
The rate of enforcement matters, as a disconnect may exist between the
court’s records on outcomes and the litigant’s recounting of whether the remedy
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sought was obtained. In wage cases, for example, employees who prevail on
claims of unpaid overtime or meal breaks often find it difficult to coax court-
ordered back wages out of noncompliant employers (Dasse 2012). Likewise, in
domestic violence proceedings, research suggests that abusers violate the terms of
victims’ restraining orders with some frequency (Stoever 2014). The HCC’s prac-
tice is to follow a case to full conclusion—through enforcement—which offers a
more meaningful measure of substantive outcomes. The court’s unusually high
rate of repairs is, therefore, especially consequential. In all cases for which abate-
ment information was available—representing more than half the matters in the
study—almost every meritorious claim was resolved favorably, defined not by a
judicial declaration of landlord liability but by verified repairs that brought the
unit up to code.
Second, the source of information about abatements is typically a highly
reliable one—the housing inspector or the tenant—which provides an extra
degree of assurance that the repairs noted in the case file were, in fact, per-
formed. In 60 percent of cases with inspection and abatement information, the
housing inspector reported on landlord abatements in an official inspection
report. In these matters, a final site visit was conducted toward the conclusion of
the case, allowing the inspector to confirm that repairs had been made. In 22
percent of cases, the tenant related abatement information to the judge. In only
18 percent of cases was abatement information reported by the landlord, without
corroboration from a less self-interested source (Figure 4). Notably, this occurred
only when the tenant failed to appear at the final case hearing, and thus the
landlord was the only party present to speak to repairs performed at the unit.
There were no instances in which final abatement information was recorded on
the basis of statements made by the landlord over the tenant’s objection. That
the HCC’s abatement data were largely obtained by reliable sources—whose
reports in this context can be trusted—strengthens the finding that accurate out-
comes were reached in most cases.
FIGURE 3.
Abatement Rate [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Notwithstanding the high repair rate, it is worth examining the length of the
adjudicatory process in the HCC to determine whether results must be discounted
by the time it takes to achieve them. For matters with housing inspection and abate-
ment data on record, the average length of a case, from complaint to final case dispo-
sition, was 147 days, or nearly five months. The average number of hearings in these
cases was 5.9. Taking into account all that is accomplished in these matters—the
tenant files and serves a complaint, the landlord responds to the allegations in open
court, the housing inspector visits the premises at least once, multiple hearings are
held before a judge, and the landlord makes repairs—five months is not an unusually
lengthy process. Formal adversarial proceedings rarely result in a final judgment—
let alone enforcement of that judgment—in less time (Ostrom and Kauder 1998).
One possible pitfall of the study’s data is that substantive outcomes were eval-
uated at the time of the final case disposition and did not take into account the
long-term quality of repairs. A unit might appear to be up to code at the conclusion
of the case, only for violations to resurface soon thereafter. This concern is some-
what minimized due to the housing inspector’s multiple return visits to the prem-
ises, in which half-baked repairs might be discovered and remediated instantly. For
instance, in one case, the landlord plugged holes in a tenant’s baseboard with vinyl,
and at a subsequent hearing, the court ordered the repair to be undone and replaced
with sturdier material. Yet it is likely that similar issues might be identified only
after the court process is over. For example, a landlord might hire an exterminator
once, which keeps the mice at bay for a period, but will not permanently purge the
building of them. The data do not indicate whether units remain up to code after
the litigation ends.
Furthermore, it is worth reemphasizing that the HCC provides access to a lim-
ited remedy—repairs. Tenants cannot recoup financial losses that arise from living
with housing code violations, and unless a landlord proves particularly recalcitrant,
they are not able to obtain rent abatements either. The HCC is very successful at
achieving a modest goal.
FIGURE 4.
Source of Abatement Data [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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C. A Caveat to Substantive Justice: What About Cases Without Abatement
Information?
Thus far, this section has covered only cases where information on both hous-
ing inspections and abatements was available in the court file. In 38 percent of
cases, however, the written record contained no information on whether the land-
lord abated the housing code violations alleged by the tenant. In this section, I
consider the significance of these latter cases in the overall assessment of the court’s
record of substantive fairness. Although it is impossible to know exactly why abate-
ment information is unavailable in certain case files, and no firm conclusions can
be reached regarding the repair rate in these matters, analysis of certain data from
each case permits strong inferences to be drawn about substantive outcomes. I con-
clude that there is good reason not to make the worst-case assumption: that in all,
or most, of these matters the tenant set forth meritorious allegations and yet the
landlord performed no repairs.
In nearly two-thirds of matters without abatement information, the case termi-
nated at a very early stage in the litigation—before the housing inspector was dis-
patched. The housing inspector typically visits the premises of any unit that is the
subject of a factual or legal dispute in the court, with no triage or case assessment
performed by the judge prior to deploying the inspection. Where a case file lacks
housing inspection data, it is a strong indication that the case concluded before the
parties articulated their dispute in open court. Indeed, the case files for eleven of
the eighteen matters confirm that a final case disposition was entered because
either the tenant failed to appear at an early hearing or the judge dismissed the
action due to a pending eviction matter in landlord-tenant court. In the remainder
of matters, no clear data indicate the reason the case was dismissed, but it is reason-
able to conclude that the tenant opted, toward the outset of the case, not to prose-
cute the matter, or was stymied by a procedural requirement (such as service of
process) that led to abandonment of the case (Figure 5). This theory is bolstered by
the minimal degree of party activity in these matters: the average case length was
37.3 days and an average of 1.7 hearings were held.
If it is burdensome or difficult for tenants to appear in court at all—either due
to a procedural hurdle, such as service of process, or because a day of work must be
sacrificed to make a court appearance—perhaps initial barriers should be assessed.
Nonetheless, the subject of this study is the availability of substantive fairness to
tenants who take full advantage of the HCC process. Matters that terminate before
the tenant appears in court and communicates her allegations to the judge cannot
be counted against the HCC in evaluating its case outcomes. Most cases lacking
abatement information appear to fall into this camp.
Importantly, there are ten cases in which housing inspections were conducted,
and yet no abatement information was available in the record. These cases—14 per-
cent of the total number of cases in the study—potentially represent the court’s fail-
ings on accuracy and fairness. In two of these matters, the case concluded pursuant
to a settlement agreement that was not filed with the court, and therefore not
much is known about the outcomes. In all others, case data strongly indicate that
the landlord waged a war of attrition, and with the weapons of delay, inaction, or
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disappearance, was successful in driving the tenant away from court. In these cases,
each tenant had meritorious claims and was fully committed to the HCC process.
The average case length was 143.3 days, an average of three housing inspections
were conducted, and an average of 5.1 hearings were held. Yet, following months of
faithful court appearances, the tenants in each matter ultimately stopped coming to
court, and the matter was dismissed on that basis.
Nonetheless, the court’s overall record is quite good. Even probing the HCC’s
case outcomes with a skeptic’s eye, the least favorable narrative that can be told
about the court is this: it achieves accurate outcomes in 52 percent of matters—
those where the landlord’s actions mirror the findings of the independent housing
inspector. It achieves merely favorable outcomes for an additional 10 percent of
tenants whose landlords perform repairs even in the absence of a substantiating
housing inspection. It falters slightly, perhaps on markers of procedural access to
justice, in the 24 percent of cases involving tenants who file complaints but then
abandon their suits early or are prevented from pressing forward with their claims
due to a technical reason. And it flops in the 14 percent of cases where tenants
allege valid habitability issues, and invest valuable time in the court process, only
FIGURE 5.
Likely Outcomes for Cases Without Abatement Information [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
FIGURE 6.
HCC Outcomes [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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to emerge without improvement to their living conditions (Figure 6). For a housing
court, results such as these are unusually positive.
V. INQUISITORIALISM AND SUBSTANTIVE JUSTICE
Having described the court’s features and substantive record, this section takes
up the article’s final inquiry: Is there evidence that the HCC’s inquisitorial proce-
dures might be responsible for producing its accurate outcomes?
In an adversarial tribunal, housing cases proceed along a familiar trajectory. A
lawsuit is filed, the parties engage in out-of-court settlement negotiations, a formal
evidentiary hearing is held if negotiations fail, and a judgment is then issued from
the bench. By contrast, in the HCC, inquisitorial features such as independent
investigation, regular hearings, and active judging are the hallmark procedural com-
ponents of the court’s model. Yet, the court also employs recognizable features
drawn from traditional adversary procedure: the plaintiff initiates an action by filing
court papers, parties can pursue settlement if they so desire, and the court will, on
occasion, issue a formal repair order establishing a landlord’s liability. In fact, the
only adversarial feature almost entirely lacking is the formal hearing.
To determine whether the court’s inquisitorial procedural framework might be
responsible for its case outcomes, this section examines five procedural features
employed by the court and attempts to delineate which are most correlated with
fair results. Three procedural features are traditional to the adversary system: the fil-
ing of a complaint, the settlement of cases, and the issuance of judicial orders to
award a remedy. Two procedural features are squarely inquisitorial: housing inspec-
tions and sequential appearances before a judge. After addressing the traditional
procedures, and explaining why they do not appear to be driving the court’s sub-
stantive results, I set forth evidence that the HCC’s inquisitorial procedures do
appear to be highly correlated with its fair outcomes. Although correlation is not
causation, the analysis in this section suggests that inquisitorial procedure may
account for the HCC’s superior performance in comparison to sister housing courts.
A. Traditional Adversary Procedures
To determine whether housing inspections and sequential court hearings are
the procedural juggernauts propelling the HCC’s results, it is first necessary to set
aside the possibility that its case outcomes are the product of traditional procedures.
This section demonstrates that very few of the court’s substantive outcomes are cor-
related to the use of traditional procedures. Specifically, the filing of a complaint
does not appear to bring about the court’s results as, during the study period, only a
small fraction of landlords took action to respond to the tenant’s allegations before
the initial hearing. With regard to settlements and judicial orders—the primary
means of resolving disputes in the adversary system—neither procedural mechanism
was employed with sufficient frequency in the HCC to explain its overall substan-
tive record. I do not assert in this section that traditional procedures are incapable
of producing accurate outcomes, but make the narrower observation that they are
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not strongly correlated with the particular substantive outcomes recorded in the
HCC.
1. Filing of Court Papers
In both adversarial courts and the HCC, the first step toward litigating a claim
involves filing a complaint. In recent years, pleading with factual specificity has
become the norm and this practice is adhered to in the HCC (Bell Atl. Corp. v.
Twombly 2007; Ashcroft v. Iqbal 2009). Tenants provide facts relevant to each ele-
ment of a housing conditions claim and, most importantly, allege housing code vio-
lations in particular detail. The HCC complaint distinguishes, for example,
between cracks and holes in the “ceiling” as opposed to the “walls,” and puts land-
lords on notice of very specific violations, such as a “lack of waterproof floor in the
bathroom.” Therefore, it is safe to assert that landlords are not simply notified of
the existence of housing code violations, but are furnished with very specific infor-
mation that would make repairs viable immediately upon receipt of the complaint.
There is some evidence that in traditional courts, merely filing a lawsuit can
catalyze a defendant to act.10 The threat of lengthy litigation, the cost of pretrial
discovery, or a belief that a finding of liability is likely may drive a defendant’s
decision to acquiesce to some or all of plaintiff’s demands before litigation begins in
earnest. Some defendants may take affirmative action to address allegations set
forth in a complaint. For example, a landlord may decide to allow a tenant with a
disability to occupy a unit in response to a lawsuit alleging discrimination. Other
defendants may respond to a complaint with inaction, creating for the plaintiff a de
facto entitlement to the relief requested. In adversarial housing courts, for example,
up to 50 percent of tenants fail to respond to a landlord’s complaint, resulting in
default judgments that are likely to grant the landlord possession of the contested
unit as well as damages for unpaid rent (Lawyers’ Committee for Better Housing
2003).
In the HCC, neither phenomenon was observed with any great frequency. The
filing of a complaint in the HCC was not strongly correlated with either affirmative
or passive action on the part of the landlord. In only six cases did the tenant appear
at the first hearing and report that the landlord had taken affirmative action to ini-
tiate repairs. The vast majority of landlords made no effort to respond to tenant
allegations upon receiving the HCC complaint, despite the fact that 98 percent of
those later subject to housing inspections were deemed responsible for at least one
housing code violation. Furthermore, the filing of HCC complaints did not cause
landlords to passively acquiesce to tenant demands. Once service was perfected,
every landlord but one entered an appearance in court. Thus, tenants did not typi-
cally obtain judicial orders or sanctions on the basis of a landlord’s default.
10. A theory of recovery for attorney’s fees was, at one time, built around the notion that the plaintiff
could claim “prevailing party” status if her lawsuit catalyzed the defendant to act, even if the case was never
litigated. Oxford House-A v. City of Univ. City, 87 F.3d 1022 (8th Cir. 1996); Brown v. Local 58, Int’l Bhd. of
Elec. Workers, AFL-CIO, 76 F.3d 762 (6th Cir. 1996).
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There are no data that provide an explanation for why the filing of a lawsuit
in the HCC appears to have relatively little impact on outcomes. Perhaps the rela-
tive ease and low cost of participating in an HCC case disincentivizes landlords—
even those who know they are most likely liable—from acting until an inspector
officially corroborates the existence of housing code violations. Moreover, the court
issues sanctions quite infrequently, and perhaps judicial reticence on this front inad-
vertently encourages landlords to prolong litigation, rather than defaulting or mak-
ing immediate repairs. In other words, not only does it cost little to litigate an
HCC case, but early resolution of the dispute is unlikely to minimize the landlord’s
risk or financial exposure, as very few landlords are ultimately subject to monetary
sanctions. Regardless of the reason, the upshot is clear: the filing of tenant lawsuits
is not substantially correlated to accurate outcomes in the court. The vast majority
of tenant allegations are addressed only in the wake of substantial judicial
intervention.
2. Settlements
Settlement is an important procedural device in an adversarial system. No
housing court, or even general jurisdiction civil court, could function if a large per-
centage of parties opted for trial; the system depends on settlement in the bulk of
matters (Clermont 2009). Parties may opt for settlement due to the expense of for-
mal trials or to avoid the immense risk of participating in a winner-takes-all pro-
cess. It has also been observed that settlements may produce outcomes that benefit
both parties, which a court-ordered judgment cannot always achieve (Menkel-
Meadow 1995). Settlement can be a fair and effective way to resolve disputes, and
is the mechanism by which the vast majority of disputes are resolved in the civil
justice system (Galanter and Cahill 1994; Menkel-Meadow 1995).
Lending further credibility to the theory that inquisitorial procedure contrib-
utes to the court’s outcomes, settlements do not appear to be improving the HCC’s
substantive record in any significant way. Distinct from other formal courts, only 6
percent of cases settled in the HCC. The data do not indicate that settled cases
resulted in unfair or unfavorable case outcomes. In fact, in two of the settled cases
most or all repairs were made, and in the other two, no information on the abate-
ment rate was available and therefore the accuracy of the outcome is unknown.
However, even if settlement offers a viable method for achieving a fair result in the
HCC, the low rate of settlement indicates that, as a procedural device, it is not cor-
related to the vast majority of outcomes. The lion’s share of cases were resolved by
a judge following numerous court hearings and at least one housing inspection.
It is difficult to know why settlement is so infrequent in the court, especially
because there are ample opportunities to settle HCC matters. Parties are often sub-
jected to an hours-long wait before their cases are called and the court has a media-
tor onsite who can be called on to work with the parties. Furthermore, the typical
incentives to settle appear present in the HCC. During the longitudinal study
period, 41 percent of landlords were represented, suggesting that indefinite litigation
is not entirely cost neutral for a substantial portion of landlords. Last, landlords
have access to the information necessary to assess the strength of their opponents’
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case. The housing inspector often visits the premises early in the case, thus putting
the landlord on notice of potential liability, much in the same way pretrial discov-
ery might in a traditional court.
Perhaps the low settlement rate can be explained by examining the incentives
of tenants. Settlement implies that both parties have made concessions. In HCC
cases, however, landlords may not be able to convince tenants to make concessions
or settle for lesser repairs. Tenants may feel buoyed by the housing inspector’s
report, or empowered by seemingly unlimited access to the judge, spurring an eager-
ness to continue appearing in court until all repairs are complete. Moreover, those
landlords who are used to bullying tenants into unfavorable settlements in eviction
cases might be low balling offers of settlement in the HCC, unaware that the value
of striking a deal has shifted substantially for the tenant.
It is possible that the HCC’s low settlement rate may even promote accurate
results, although a firm connection is hard to discern. I base this theory on the per-
ception that in systems of mass justice, settlement is more likely to fuel unfair out-
comes than in other contexts (Engler 2010). In out-of-court negotiations, the
relative status and power of the litigants can have an outsized impact (Grillo 1991).
It follows that in housing court—where almost all tenants are unrepresented—set-
tlements can often produce bad faith agreements that function more like default
judgments, in which the landlord wins all and the tenant does not benefit from any
sort of compromise (New York County Lawyers’ Association 2005). In the HCC,
70 percent of tenants are pro se, and 27 percent must litigate their case against a
represented landlord. Therefore, it is possible that a low settlement rate may
actually be contributing to better case outcomes in the HCC across the board. Cer-
tainly, at the very least, the inverse is true: the court’s outcomes are not primarily
the result of negotiated agreements.
3. Repair Orders
In a traditional court, every case that does not settle concludes with the issu-
ance of a judicial order either awarding or denying relief. A favorable court judg-
ment is typically considered a “win” for the prevailing party, regardless of what
transpires after the litigation concludes. In the HCC, a “win” was defined differ-
ently—not by issuance of an order, but by completion of repairs that the housing
inspector deemed necessary. This section considers whether, and to what degree,
judicial orders in the HCC might be influencing liable landlords to make repairs.
Like settlements, the rate of repair orders in the HCC was very low. During
the study period, only eleven repair orders were issued. In 76 percent of cases
involving abatement information, no repair order was on record. Therefore, it is
unlikely that repair orders were particularly influential in shaping the court’s case
outcomes at large.
Notwithstanding the fact that most HCC outcomes cannot be traced to the
issuance of a repair order, it is worth considering whether a heavier emphasis on
formal orders might benefit the court. In eighty-two percent of cases involving a
repair order, the landlord eventually made repairs. Even if the great majority of
repairs were performed in the absence of an order, the fact that orders are highly
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correlated with actual repairs seems to suggest it might be a meaningful procedural
device. On the flip side, even where judicial orders led to abatements, an average
of 146 days and 5.4 hearings elapsed between the order and the repairs, raising
questions as to whether the order itself—rather than additional housing inspections
and court hearings—was the force driving the landlord to act.
B. Inquisitorial Procedures
If traditional procedures are not strongly correlated with the HCC’s outcomes,
then it is reasonable to theorize that the court’s use of inquisitorial procedures
might explain its results. This section sets forth quantitative and qualitative data
suggesting that housing inspections and regular court appearances appear to play a
substantial role in influencing landlord behavior.
Landlords appear quite responsive to the housing inspector’s findings: when
the inspector identifies housing code violations, landlords overwhelmingly make
repairs—even when the tenant’s complaint does not allege the violations. Qualita-
tive observations of judicial conduct at hundreds of hearings provide examples of
how sequential court hearings in the HCC operate to complement the work of the
housing inspector. The judges repeatedly advise both parties of their legal obliga-
tions, create a formal space for problem solving, and impose a measure of public
accountability. This section does not isolate and test the impact of inquisitorial pro-
cedures on the court’s outcomes, and therefore makes no claim of causation. How-
ever, the data herein form the basis of a theory that judicial investigation and
management may promote accurate outcomes in a court dominated by the
unrepresented.
1. Housing Inspections
Independent investigation of the facts is a critical component of inquisitorial
procedure, and the housing inspector occupies that role in the HCC. In Section III,
I contend that the housing inspector’s findings permit a merit determination to be
made. That merit determination, in turn, allows the accuracy of an outcome to be
established. But, is it also possible that the housing inspector’s independent investi-
gation is the procedural mechanism spurring landlord action?
Even a cursory review of the data indicates that housing inspections are
facially correlated with outcomes in the court. Eighty-one percent of cases with
abatement information involved at least one inspection. Therefore, save a few
cases, the inspector visited the premises of most units in which repairs were ulti-
mately made. It is difficult to tease out the impact of the housing inspector on the
court’s outcomes, as I have defined an accurate result as one in which the housing
inspector makes a merit determination regarding the tenant’s allegations. All
“accurate” outcomes, as defined by this study, necessarily involve a housing
inspection.
To probe the influence of the inspector, then, it is useful to examine the
abatement rate for housing code violations identified sua sponte by the inspector. In
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most cases, the inspector independently detected at least one violation that was not
raised in the tenant’s court filing. Earlier, I defined as an “accurate” outcome only
those repairs made to conditions that were both alleged by a tenant and substanti-
ated by the housing inspector. In cases where the inspector independently detected
the violation, any resulting abatement was not counted as a fair outcome. In fact,
one might reasonably assert that such a repair represents an unfair result, as the
landlord was not put on notice of the violation via the tenant’s complaint. This
subsection considers whether the inspector’s sua sponte findings are correlated to
landlord abatements. If landlords abate violations identified sua sponte, perhaps the
decision to repair does, in fact, hinge on the inspector’s findings. If, however, land-
lords do not abate violations identified sua sponte, perhaps the inspector has less
impact on a landlord’s decision to abate violations than initially seems apparent.
The data here are revealing. Over the course of forty-seven cases, the housing
inspector discovered and reported on sixty-three violations not alleged by the ten-
ant. Landlords abated 93 percent of these conditions. Extrapolating from these
cases, I posit that the inspector’s role may not be merely ancillary in catalyzing out-
comes at large, but a principal force.
While these data are suggestive of the housing inspector’s central role in prompt-
ing landlords to repair housing code violations, alternative explanations exist. It is pos-
sible, for instance, that landlords view the housing inspection as the functional
equivalent of a judicial determination of liability and are simply acting in accordance
with that determination irrespective of who issued it. Certainly, the judges appear to
grant the inspection report a great deal of weight. In most hearings observed, the
judge relied heavily—often exclusively—on the inspector’s findings to guide the next
steps in the case. Perhaps, then, landlords would be just as likely to make repairs if
housing inspections were eliminated and, instead, HCC judges were tasked with fact
finding at formal evidentiary hearings—as traditional adversary procedure would
dictate.
There is reason to hypothesize, however, that a substitution of judicial fact
finding for housing inspections might not yield equivalent results. In the HCC, the
housing inspector performs the fact-finding role actively, through independent
investigation, rather than passively, by assembling the assorted facts provided by
the parties. This is particularly important in a setting like the HCC where a high
number of parties are unrepresented and evidence is difficult to amass. Returning to
the rodent infestation as illustration, how might a pro se tenant demonstrate to the
court that such a violation exists? It is difficult to collect, transport, and authenti-
cate mouse droppings, and even trickier to record shuffling feet and squeaky move-
ments within walls so that the judge might hear evidence of the infestation. The
housing inspector can investigate the tenant’s allegations in their natural habitat
and report on observations that might not translate well into physical evidence.
Research from adversarial tribunals offers some insight into the comparative
advantage of the housing inspector as fact finder. In traditional housing courts, unrep-
resented tenants often struggle to find and present acceptable or reliable proof that
corroborates their allegations (Klein 2010). This can be problematic, as judicial fact
finding is driven solely by evidence brought forward by the parties. Judges and
researchers have consistently pointed to inadequate evidence as a barrier to fair
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outcomes, noting that, in the adversary system, the judge must rule against a party
who lacks credible proof even when the judge suspects that the party’s claim may
have merit (Task Force to Expand Access to Civil Legal Services in New York
2010).
The impact of the housing inspector’s investigatory role can be seen most
plainly when comparing case outcomes of parties with and without representation
in both traditional courts and the HCC. In adversarial proceedings—where the par-
ties must produce their own evidence—the unrepresented consistently achieve less
favorable outcomes (Seron et al. 2001; Engler 2010; Greiner, Pattanayak, and
Hennessy 2013; Steinberg 2015). This is especially true in cases where the landlord
has counsel and the tenant does not, as fact finding can skew heavily toward the
represented party (New York County Lawyers’ Association 2005). By contrast, a
wide disparity in outcomes was not observed in the HCC. Seventy-percent of ten-
ants in the HCC were unrepresented during the study period. Further, in 27 percent
of cases, the landlord had an attorney while the tenant was pro se (Figure 7). It is
typically assumed that cases involving lopsided representation pose the greatest
challenge to fairness. However, in HCC cases involving an unrepresented tenant
and a represented landlord, tenant claims were substantiated and abated at roughly
the same rate as in other cases (Figure 8).11 That unrepresented parties who face a
represented counterpart fare just as well as the general pool of litigants in the HCC
lends powerful support to the notion that the housing inspector’s fact finding may
correlate to fair outcomes in a way that traditional, adversarial judicial fact finding
would not.
2. Sequential Court Hearings
The housing inspector appears to play a central part in influencing liable land-
lords to repair units, and thus in advancing fair and accurate outcomes. However,
FIGURE 7.
Rate of Representation inHCC [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
11. Of course, it is possible that legal service providers are accepting only the most difficult HCC cases
on behalf of tenants, and thus a win rate equivalent to that of pro se tenants does not necessarily demon-
strate that lawyers in the HCC forum are unable to obtain more favorable outcomes.
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the housing inspector does not operate in a vacuum and landlords may not be
prompted to act on a housing inspector’s findings alone. This next subsection con-
siders the impact of a second inquisitorial feature: sequential court hearings before
the judge.
A key feature of the HCC is the requirement that parties return to court for
regular hearings until repairs are complete. Although the study produced less evi-
dence of a correlation between sequential hearings and the court’s substantive case
outcomes than it did with regard to housing inspections, indications of a connec-
tion exist. First, the simple fact of judicial oversight might influence landlord
behavior.12 In 40 percent of cases involving a housing inspection, the landlord had
performed all repairs either by the hearing following the inspection, or by the next
court hearing, typically three to four weeks later. Perhaps the knowledge that a
return to court would be required was sufficient to galvanize landlord action. Sec-
ond, in most cases, even the 60 percent of landlords who initially failed to make
immediate repairs did eventually abate the violations recorded by the inspector.
Thus, some feature of the court, in combination with the inspector’s visit, must be
prompting them to act.
In this section, I focus on the latter subgroup of cases, those in which tenant
allegations were substantiated, and yet the landlord was noncompliant, at the out-
set, in making repairs. In these matters, judges exercised substantial management
over the process, scheduling an average of six hearings over a five-month period
after the initial housing inspection. At a surface level, regular court hearings are
correlated with fair case outcomes: 70 percent of landlords who displayed initial
reluctance in performing repairs ultimately remediated all habitability issues on
their properties. The quantitative data provide no additional evidence of a link
FIGURE 8.
Lopsided Representation and Outcomes [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonli-
nelibrary.com]
12. The problem-solving model has been built around the assumption that regular judicial monitoring
can greatly influence the behavior of defendants in completing treatment and reducing recidivism (Eaton
and Kaufman 2005).
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between court hearings and the repair of housing code violations, but analysis of
the study’s qualitative data, gleaned from hundreds of in-court observations, offers
greater insight into how judicial management in the HCC might influence
outcomes.
At hearings that postdate the initial housing inspection, HCC judges per-
formed a variety of functions. They resolved collateral legal and factual disputes,
ordered additional housing inspections, mediated the parties’ interpersonal dis-
putes, and reprimanded landlords for not making best efforts toward repairs. Con-
sider a number of representative examples. In one matter, a tenant returned to
court for a fourth hearing and reported that her substantiated cockroach infesta-
tion had not been remedied. The housing inspector had visited the unit more
than a month prior, and yet the violation had gone unaddressed. The judge
sternly directed the landlord to “do what is necessary to solve [the] problem.” By
the following hearing, three weeks later, the landlord had begun to install metal
barriers to plug up holes through which the vermin were entering the unit. In
addition, an exterminator had been hired to attend to the infestation every two
weeks.
In a second case, a housing inspection turned up evidence of leaks, broken
windows, and nonfunctioning electrical outlets. At the hearing following the
inspection, the landlord claimed to have abated all habitability issues. The tenant,
however, reported that leaks persisted and the repairs had been ineffective. More-
over, the tenant claimed she had reported the faulty repair to the landlord
promptly, but had not received a satisfactory response—an allegation the landlord
strenuously denied. The judge sidestepped the dispute, refocusing the parties’ atten-
tion instead on actions they would take next. The landlord was instructed to order
proper materials and come up with a plan for making repairs within two weeks. Six
weeks later, all repairs had been performed.
In a third matter, the landlord claimed that the tenant would not permit
him to enter the unit in order to make repairs and, also, that she had used her
dog to intimidate him. The tenant retorted that the landlord expected unen-
cumbered access to the premises and did not respect her privacy. The judge
expressed frustration with both parties. The landlord was instructed to provide
twenty-four hours notice prior to entering the tenant’s home, and the tenant
was instructed to keep her dog restrained. By the following hearing, repairs were
in progress.
These are but a few illustrations of judicial management in the HCC drawn
from in-court observations. In each case, the judicial actions were quite basic.
The judge engaged in basic problem solving, or provided a neutral venue in
which the parties could communicate, or simply prodded the landlord to action.
Yet, this oversight may well have been effective, as in cases where judges heav-
ily managed recalcitrant landlords, 70 percent ultimately made repairs. At one
hearing, the tenant commented to the judge that the landlord only seemed to
work on repairs just prior to the next court date. Inspections and regular hear-
ings appear to be a potent procedural combination that might be credited for
bringing units up to code in most cases heard in the HCC during the study
period.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Traditionally, the courts have not been a reliable source of relief for tenants
with legitimate habitability claims. Yet, in the District of Columbia’s Housing Con-
ditions Court—where court-controlled investigation and intensive judicial manage-
ment are the dominant procedural features—most cases appear to resolve in an
accurate manner.
The HCC is unique in four important ways. First, it attempts a meaningful
way to bring the legal system to bear on the seemingly intractable social and eco-
nomic problem of substandard housing. Second, it is one of the few venues housed
in a formal trial court system with the explicit goal of serving pro se litigants.
Third, the HCC can be viewed both as an informal problem-solving court and also
as an alternative system of formal procedure. And last, the court has adopted an
inquisitorial procedural framework, marking it as an experimental forum in which
traditional adversarial norms do not prevail.
This article provides a rich understanding of the complexities of informal jus-
tice, demonstrating that some informal tribunals may not be driven by judicial dis-
cretion and procedural flexibility, but by regularized and norm-bound processes that
function as an alternative to the traditional adversary system. The HCC’s model
suggests that accurate case outcomes are achievable in low-income housing cases,
and provides some preliminary evidence that inquisitorial procedures may advance
substantive justice. Furthermore, this article encourages a closer look at the unwrit-
ten procedural methods driving other experimental tribunals. Careful study of the
procedures employed by other informal courts may well expose additional de facto
systems of formalism and enrich our understanding of the effects of procedural vari-
ation on outcomes.
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